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Introduction

In my life I have witnessed many “miracles” and I tried to better understand how 
these things work.

It has been revealed by quantum physicians that the human mind can affect 
reality.

Comparing the effects reported by quantum scientists (the mind unconsciously 
moving a particle of atom) with the effects of people like yogis, saints or Qi Gong 
masters, shows you that the second group of people have a much stronger effect 
on reality. I believe this depends on consciousness. I have a simple explanation: 
the greater the consciousness, the stronger the result. 

The great consciousness of the Universe is Oneness. So people who are in 
harmony with oneness, and are connected to It through love or meditation have 
access to a huge amount of consciousness and to infinite energy fields. To be in 
harmony with oneness we must be pure and wish the best for all beings.

Eastern philosophy considers all beings as one. Eastern spirituality looks for ways 
to reintegrate our consciousness into this oneness in spite of our apparent 
separation from sensorial impressions. The yogi wants to melt into oneness. 
Special powers are just side effects for these people.

On the other hand, western philosophy based on Aristotle, considers us as 
separate from everything else. This one “mistake” has caused of so much 
suffering because of this sense of separation westerners never loved and 
respected what they considered separate from them, be it another culture, plants, 
animals or even Mother Earth.

But in meditation, by connecting ourselves to this Oneness, we can do much 
more. We have the opportunity to cooperate and to consciously create a better 
reality for all beings. We do this by using our will, deep desire, and the infinite 
energy of the Source. To do this we need to be clear and pure in our positive will, 
acting with Love (God is LOVE) and for the benefit of all beings (God is all 
beings), with a sense of oneness and respect for the people involved.

The situation of the planet today needs as many people as possible to produce 
the changes needed to create a better reality. Everything starts with the mind.

In the studies of pranic healing, we find that when somebody is ill, the subtle 
bodies are ill as well, and that by healing the energy field of a being we can 
obtain the physical healing.



So not only are we all one, but some frequency of light can heal our illnesses.

The same works for global disharmonies.

We can heal them with special frequencies of light (in huge quantities).

So, first we must connect to the Source, and basically heal/clean ourselves, in 
order to clean up personal interferences. Then we must send the needed energy 
to the planet. This energy doesn’t pass though us, as in channellings, because it 
would be too strong for a single human being to hold. Instead, we simply call in 
this force and accompany It to the places and the peoples where it is needed. WE 
become bridges between dimensions, rainbow bridges of Consciousness and Love. 
We contact God with our spiritual body and chakras, but at the same time we 
keep ourselves grounded in the here and now. We really WANT the changes to 
come so this is prayer, this is magic, this is healing and this is meditation at once.

The main frequency we should use is the Violet Flame, which is a clearing, 
transforming light. It destroys the negative energies,

Then, we should use white, joyous and nurturing light. 

We can use these different lights also to clear up the different subtle bodies of our 
body and the planet, not to mention all of humankind. We can visualize the Violet 
Flame to clear the mental, astral body of Mother Earth.

Meditation for Peace and Harmony 
on Mother Earth



Sit quietly in a peaceful place, relax, close your eyes.

Invoke the Presence of Divine energy in the way you prefer, and pray to the 
Divine Energy to fill you with Its Grace.

Visualize a bright white light coming down from the Cosmos and entering through 
your head, filling all of you and your energy field (aura).

Now, visualize the Violet flame (a white violet shining light), coming from the 
Universe to purify your chakras. Let’s start with the root chakra, the muladhara 
chakra.



Let enter the Violet Flame in your root chakra,while singing LAM 







Now let enter the Violet Light in your sacral chakra, Swadhistana, while singing 
VAM

Let enter the violet Flame in your Dan tien, in the navel area, singing UAM

Let enter the violet Flame in your solar plexsus, while singing RAM

Let enter the Violet Flame into the Heart chakra, while singing YAM

Let fill your throat centre with Violet Light, while singing AHAM

Let enter the Violet Flame in your front chakra, Ajna, singing OM

Let enter and fill the top of your head chakra with the violet Light, singing HRIM

Now, let It purify your whole body and Aura



You’re ready

Visualize the Violet Flame as a cloud surrounding the whole planet Earth



Visualize pillars of this violet energy descending into the Earth to clear and purify 
the continents, (follow the movement with your hands, if it helps you), let the 
Violet Flame flow:To South America, North America, Africa, Europe, Middle 
East/Israel, Russia, Asia, and Australia.

Now, let the Violet Flame flow into the Oceans and down, into Mother Earth, right 
to the Centre.



Now, visualize a cloud of white shining light, surrounding Mother Earth, the 
Joyous light of Oneness. Let it fill the different areas of the planet: North America, 
South America, Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia. 

Let it flow now to the Centre of the planet,as well 



Now visualize a very light blue cloud surrounding Mother Earth. This is the light of 
Peace, let it flow down to the planet and fill the continents with It: North America, 
South America, Asia…



Let’s call in now the Christic Energy. Let’s visualize it as a crystalline net, shining 
around the whole planet. 

Let it descend over all peoples, area by area or all together (whatever feels best). 
Anchor the net to the Centre of Mother Earth.

We can end the meditation with this invocation:

“May all peoples and beings on this planet live peacefully and happily from now 
on!”

Om

If you would like, you can send different colours of light beams to the different 
life realms:

A green light to the deserts so that life can blossom again.

The same Violet Flame to the rocks and crystals, to clean and re-program them to 
spread Love and Light.

A light pink to animals ,to support them or A golden one for the ill or very sad 
ones.

The Creation of This Meditation



As I explained before, in my life I have seen many miracles. One of these 
miracles was when my friend’s grandmother was healed from cancer just from 
being on an absent healing list for a group of healers in London (The Aetherious 
Society). I learned their healing techniques and I sent white light to the world for 
many years. Then, after studying the Pranic healing techniques, I introduced the 
different colours. Also, I was meditating on the traditional Indian chakra system. 
Later, I added Dan Tien to the mediation after studying with Qi gong masters and 
learning of the importance of this centre in concentrating and focusing our 
intention and in being grounded. 

I have had some very interesting experiences with this meditation…

Once for example I sent lots of green energy to the Sahara, with a strong 
intention to grow plants there. This resulted in snow and rain in the area, which 
was out of season!

A good result for global peace was obtained by the call for global meditation, on 
the 8th of August, from the starchild site. Many people in the world learned this 
meditation and practiced with a strong intention that day. A few days later peace 
occurred in Lebanon. Of course the road to global peace is still long. But we are 
on are on our way…

Written by Nadia Annicchiarico of Italy

Her meditation has been used by Jason Randhawa from What-Is-Metaphysics.com 
to hold Global Focus Meditations. You can view her meditation and information on 
mass meditations here: 
http://www.whatismetaphysics.com/meditationforglobalpeace.html or
http://spiritualnewearth.blogspot.com 

About The Author 

Nadia writes about herself: 

I'm now 38 and I had my first experience of merging in white light, quite 
spontaneously 20 years ago. Since then, I was brought by many "coincidences" to 
different spiritual experiences and I knew the work of an English group, called 
Aetherious Society, and from them I learned to send white light while repeating 
mantras. 

During a stage of the dance of four directions from Native Americans, I had the 

http://www.whatismetaphysics.com/meditationforglobalpeace.html
http://spiritualnewearth.blogspot.com/


idea to send light to the four directions and to all people also when I was dancing. 
It was making dance a real sacred event and was useful to clean up my aura,as 
well. Then I was suggested by my friends to try to send energy to solve global 
crisis and I could notice it was helpful. 

Then I had a period of pause, having a child, my daughter Tara, and then I 
learned the healing way of pranic healing from Choak Sui. So I made a synthesis 
of the techniques he uses for single people and my previous meditation and I 
started to use these techniques for global healing in the way I explain in the 
meditation. Sometimes I also use violet energy to create protection for the people 
from the effect of negative energy sent from radios and satellites and so on.

For what I can see,it works. Of course more people acting is better than one. The 
more connected people are in meditating the more effective are the results,so I 
think this meditation is for people who has used similar techniques before .A pure 
heart and a strong intention is anyway the most important thing! I wrote a book 
in which I explain better all this and I start with more simple meditations or just 
affirmations while merging in white light and sending It to people. 

The Name Shining water was given to me from a German child in India,she 
watched me very seriously and told me "You are shining water." It was very 
touching and very connected to these meditations, flowing light. So Shining 
Water. Is the name I use in the Net. In Italian, Acquasplendente.

You can reach Nadia here: acquasplendente@yahoo.it 
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